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Embrace the 5-point essay format. How to Write a Personal Statement for Medical School Follow these
personal statement tips to help the admissions committee better understand you as a candidate. Choose a
theme, stick to it, and support it with specific examples. What should your introduction do? By submitting my
email address. If a student completes an application haphazardly, it will most likely be perceived that the
student is really not all that interested and admission will be negatively affected. Medical schools want to
enroll bright, empathetic, communicative people. This goes for the rest of your application like your activities
list , too. What else can help you? The strength of this essay lies not in these unique barriers but the active
manner in which he overcame them. Admissions committees will review your entire application, so choose
subject matter that complements your original essay. The writer does not take a self-pitying tone, nor does he
make his disadvantaged background a primary focus. The more your practice, the more confident you become.
Nevertheless, the qualities he has cultivated in his experience and the way he ties them to medicine provide a
new dimension to his candidacy. Our admissions experts know what it takes it get into med school. He comes
from an international background, he experienced discrimination, and he immigrated to the United States to
face numerous new obstacles. Instead of telling the admissions committee about your unique qualities like
compassion, empathy, and organization , show them through the stories you tell about yourself. For example,
you could write about: an experience that challenged or changed your perspective about medicine a
relationship with a mentor or another inspiring individual a challenging personal experience unique hardships,
challenges, or obstacles that may have influenced your educational pursuits your motivation to seek a career in
medicine You'll write an additional essay or two when you submit secondary applications to individual
schools. In fact, this applicant never forces an explicit connection on the situation, but rather simply notes that
she can finally apply to medical school because her term of military service is ending. The more time you have
spent writing your statement, the less likely you are to spot any errors. Loving science and wanting to help
people might be your sincere passions, but they are also what everyone else is writing about. Make the
admissions committee want to read on! Practice under pressure. Selection criteria contain general
requirements: Being able to demonstrate strong arguments within the chosen subject; Proper grammar; There
are discipline-specific requirements you need to meet: Your ability to demonstrate a clear understanding of
different recovery models; Discussions of historical, socio-political, and cultural themes in your medical field.
Consult the experts about your personal statement strategy. Having great ideas and articulating them are
different things. This essay is an effective example of how you can turn even a standard extracurricular
activity into a unique strength by using illustrative personal details and an insightful perspective. Here's a
trusty format that you can make your own: 1st paragraph: These four or five sentences should "catch" the
reader's attention. Concluding paragraph: The strongest conclusion reflects the beginning of your essay, gives
a brief summary of you are, and ends with a challenge for the future. What Admission Officers are Looking
for? One way to start is to look over your answers to the brainstorming questions and try to find aspects of
your background that separate you from your peers. They look for depth in various disciplines e. If you feel
very anxious, close your eyes, out down your pen, and breathe deeply until you start feeling better. The more
your practice, the more confident you become. Students should read applications thoroughly and make sure
that they follow directions and respond to every prompt with care. Practice drafting rough essays to address
these important criteria because you will struggle doing it when writing your application. I certify that I am 13
years of age or older, agree to recieve marketing email messages from The Princeton Review, and agree to
Terms of Use. Find your unique angle. Familiarize yourself with all of them. The following sentences should
develop major ideas and support them with clear examples or evidence to prove your point of view. What's
important and unique is how you reacted to those incidents.


